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REPORT ON THE BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT 
 
Introduction and Legal Basis 
 

Article 103 of the Financial Regulation applicable to the Agency’s budget stipulates 
that “[t]he Agency shall prepare a report on budgetary and financial management 
for the financial year.” Based on the same article, the report “[…] shall give an 
account, both in absolute terms and expressed as a percentage, at least, of the 
rate of implementation of the appropriations together with summary information 
on the transfers of appropriations among the various budget items.” 

The budgetary accounting reporting procedures are in accordance with the 
requirements of Eurofound’s Financial Regulation (FR) which was adopted on 30 
August 2019 by the Management Board. 

The establishment and implementation of the budget of Eurofound shall comply 
with the principles of unity and budget accuracy, annuity, equilibrium, unit of 
account, universality, specification and sound financial management, which 
requires effective and efficient internal control and transparency. 

This report analyses the appropriations managed by Eurofound in 2020. The 
nomenclature of appropriations is defined by the Management Board (Article 36 
of the Eurofound’s Financial Regulation) and is subdivided into three titles. 

 Title 1 budget lines relate to staff expenditure such as salaries and 
allowances for personnel working with Eurofound. It also includes 
recruitment expenses, staff missions, expenses for the socio-medical 
infrastructure and representation costs. 
 

 Title 2 budget lines relate to all buildings, equipment and miscellaneous 
administrative expenditure. 
 

 Title 3 budget lines provide for the implementation of the activities and 
tasks assigned to Eurofound by its establishing Regulation (EU) No. 
2019/127 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 January 2019 
repealing Council Regulation (EC) No 1365/75. 
 

Assigned revenue budget lines relate to financing of specific items of expenditure. 
They can be external (R0) or internal assigned revenue (C4, C5). Assigned 
revenue appropriations are not cancelled if not committed but carried forward to 
the next financial year. 

Eurofound has non-differentiated appropriations for all Titles with C1 Fund Source. 
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The analysis follows Eurofound’s Financial Regulation Article 103 on Annual report 
on budgetary and financial management. 

According to these rules, the comparison of budget and actual amounts shall be 
presented separately, for each area of activity. The original and final budget 
amounts explaining all changes approved by the Budgetary Authority and the 
Management Board to revise the original budget and the actual implemented 
amounts shall also be explained. 

The budget result is calculated on the basis of the annual budgetary balance 
referred to in Decision 2014/335/EU, Euratom as explained in Article 244 ‘Budget 
implementation reports’ in the EU Financial Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2018/1046). 

  

Reporting Currency: The currency used is the Euro. 

 
Financial Information Systems The Agency used the following financial 
software during the financial year: 

- ABAC SAP Accounting and Workflow  – general accounting and budgetary 
management systems 

- SAP Business Objects – financial reporting software 

 

1 – Overview of the budget 
 

1.1 Initial budget, amending budgets and final budget 
 

1.1.1 Budgetary Procedure in 2020 
 

Draft Estimate 

During the meeting that took place on 17 and 18 January 2019, the Executive 
Board of the Management Board reviewed the 2020 Draft Estimate as part of the 
Programming Document 2020 – final draft (B 271/4).  The total budget draft 
estimate was 20,395,000 EUR.  

On 30 January 2019, the draft budget was adopted by written procedure (Written 
procedure 2019-01-GB).  

The adopted draft budget proposal was sent on behalf of the Management Board 
to the European Commission. The Commission, in their Draft Budget, kept the 
general subsidy at the requested level. 
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Initial Adopted budget 2020 

After negotiations between the Council and the Parliament and a conciliation 
process, the EU budget was approved by the Council and by Parliament on 25 
November 2019. As part of the total EU budget the budgetary authority approved 
Eurofound’s general subsidy in line with a proposal from the Commission.   

On 20 December 2019, the Management Board adopted the final budget 2020 by 
written procedure. 

 
Amending Budget 2020  

Article 44 in combination with article 41 of Eurofound’s Financial Regulation of 1 
July 2019 stipulates that any amendment to the budget shall be the subject of an 
amending budget. In line with the practice in other EU institutions and bodies, the 
amendment is usually done at the end of the budgetary year to have a stable 
forecast for revenue and expenditure. The amending budget follows the same 
procedure as the initial budget including the publication in the Official Journal 
within 3 months of the approval. 

All revenue and expenditure budget lines were adjusted according to the latest 
forecast as at the end of November 2020 to give a clear and transparent view of 
the forecasted budget execution. The changes and transfers of funds between the 
different budget lines made it possible to achieve a high budget execution. 

The figures for Title 1 reflected the recent result of the annual salary calculation 
done by Eurostat which led to an increase of salaries for all EU staff of 0.6% from 
July 2020 on. The country coefficient for Ireland increased by from 119.2 to 129.  
 
Some significant changes to the budget were, however, reported: 

• In title 1, travel related expenditure decreased by about 270,000 EUR 
(88%), recruitment expenditure by 93,000 EUR (-93%) and socio-medical 
expenditure by 168,000 EUR  (-63 %).  

• In title 2, expenditure on utilities (electricity, gas, water) was 43,000 EUR 
(-33 %) and telecommunication expenditure 23,000 EUR (-55 %) lower than 
budgeted. 

• In title 3, another 460,000 EUR (-89%) reduction was achieved against 
general operational and Management Board meetings. Further savings were 
realised in publication expenditure by 180,000 EUR (-52%) and marketing 
activities by 59,000 EUR (-26 %).  

  

The savings were able to be further allocated to other areas in Eurofound’s budget: 

• In title 1 - to cover the increase of country co-efficient from 119.2 to 129 
in Ireland and some other adjustments in staff related expenditure 

• In title 2- to cover investments in some IT infrastructure upgrades such as 
Eurofound’s meeting rooms audio-visual equipment and campus information 
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display system, purchases of monitors and development of new project 
management system (+115,000 EUR). 

• In title 3, the bulk of the savings of 550K EUR was used to fund the 7th 
European Working Conditions Survey fieldwork and another 300K EUR was 
allocated to other research projects. Further funding was also allocated to web 
application development and translation activities each receiving about 100K EUR 
more. 

The amending budget with above adjustments was approved on 23 December 
2020 by written procedure. 

 
Table 1: The original, amending budget as well as revenue actually 
collected in 2020. 
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Table 2: Voted expenditure budget 2020, cumulative transfers, 
amending budget and final budget appropriations (commitment and 
payment appropriations) 
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1.1.2 Transfers adopted by the Director 
 

131 credit transfers were executed in order to enable high budget execution and 
the requirements for the final budget forecast.  Most of the budget transfers relate 
to the increase of funds in the 7th Working Condition Survey as a result of the new 
method of conducting the survey via phone interviews and the Irish salary country 
co-efficient from 119.2 to 129. In addition, about 100K EUR more was allocated 
to web application development activities. The complete list of credit transfers is 
found in the Annex 1 of this report. 

 

1.2 Budget Implementation 
 

 
1.2.1  Summary table 
 

The table below summarises the amended budget revenue and actual revenue 
collected, as well as the final budget appropriations entered in the financial 
system.  

Entered final budget appropriations show expenditure on fund sources C1, R0, C4 
in current year. Appropriations carried over from previous year(s) include 
expenditure on R0, C8 and C5 funds sources. The detailed analysis of each 
appropriations / fund type is given in subsequent chapters. 

Table 3: Summary table for Revenue and Expenditure (in thousand EUR) 
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1.2.2  General assessment 
 

The final amended budget of Eurofound was 21,741,654.65 EUR in 2020. This 
amount includes appropriations from C1, C4 and new R0 funds of the current year.  

General C1 budget appropriations available for activities authorised in the 
Programming Document 2020 amounted to 21,406,298.35 EUR. The final 
budget implementation (commitments) from C1 budget appropriations is 
99.9 % (in 2019: 100.0%) whereas the final execution of payments is 80.5 %. 
Remaining payments in carry forward commitments (RAL) are to be made in 2021. 

The actual payment appropriations carried forward (RAL) at 4,168,672.13 EUR (or 
19.5%) for final C1 appropriation were closely aligned with the original 
expectations at 4,097,215.00 EUR or 19.2% of C1 appropriations (in 2019: 
4,002,730.67 or 19.1%).  The main variance is explained by increased project 
budget funding in the 7th EWCS field work during the second half of the year 
resulting in minor increase of carry forward appropriations to 2021. 

 

 
1.2.3  Consumption of current years appropriations (C1, C4, R0) – 

EUR 
 

The table below shows implementation rates for both commitments and payments 
in all budget lines in absolute terms and expressed as a percentage in C1, C4 and 
R0 fund sources. 

Overall, in respect of C1 fund source Eurofound again achieved a very high budget 
implementation rate of 99.9% (in 2019: 100%). Only 17,560 EUR (or 0.1%) of 
C1 appropriations were cancelled. 
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Table 4: Consumption of current years appropriations (C1, C4, R0) – EUR 

 

 

1.2.4  Consumption internal assigned revenue C4 – EUR 
 

There was no expenditure entered in ABAC against new internally assigned 
revenue in C4 fund source. 

Table 5: Consumption of internal assigned revenue appropriations(C4) 
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1.2.5  Consumption of previous year’s carry forward 

appropriations (C8) – EUR 
 

The table below shows the consumption of carry forward commitments from 
2019. The overall cancellation rate stands at 3.6 % (in 2019: 6.4%) 

 

Table 6: Consumption of carry forward commitments (C8) 

 

 

1.2.6  Consumption of previous year’s carry over appropriations 
(C5) – EUR 

 

Table 7: Consumption of carry over appropriations (C5) 
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1.2.7  Consumption of currents and previous year’s carry over 
appropriations relating to externally assigned revenue (R0) 
– EUR 
 

The table below shows the cumulative appropriations available, commitments, 
payments and balances for all assigned revenue 

Table 8: Monitoring table of assigned revenue (R0) 

 

In the beginning of 2020, cumulative appropriations arising from assigned revenue 
from previous years amounted to 934,375 EUR. An additional 334,551 EUR was 
received from Norway and Switzerland for their participation in the 7th European 
Working Condition Survey. 

IPA contract 2016-377-704 has already been concluded and it is expected that 
the unconsumed balance of 42,318.30 EUR will be returned to DG Near in the 
beginning of 2021. 

The full grant agreement for IPA contract 2018-402-940 totals 550,000 EUR. In 
2019, Eurofound received 495,000 EUR and by the end of 2020 it had been fully 
committed. It was noted that funds for one IPA contract were committed 
incorrectly from C1 fund source in ABAC in 2019. In order to rectify the error, 
104,294.29 EUR was cancelled from IPA 2018-402-940 funds in ABAC.   

 

1.2.8  Comparison of commitments by titles in 2020 and 2019 
(C1). 
 

The graph below shows the breakdown of commitments from C1 fund source in 
2020 and 2019. Overall, there were ca. 400,000 EUR (or 2%) more appropriations 
available in 2020 budget. This has mainly been consumed in title 3 while the 
amount of commitments in title 1 and title 2 have remained nearly the same.   
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Graph 1: Comparison of commitments by titles in 2020 and 2019 (C1). 

 

 

 

 

1.2.9  Budget outturn result (EUR) 
 

Calculation of the Budget Outturn: The revenue entered in the accounts is the 
amount actually received during the course of the year. For the purposes of 
calculating the budget outturn for the year, expenditure comprises payments 
made against the year's appropriations plus any of the appropriations for that year 
that are carried over to the following year. Payments made against the year's 
appropriations means payments that are made by the accounting officer by 31 
December of the financial year. 

The following are added to or deducted from the resulting figure: 

 the net balance of cancellations of payment appropriations carried over 
from previous years and any payments which, because of fluctuations in 
the euro rate, exceed non-differentiated appropriations carried over from 
the previous year; and 

 the balance of exchange-rate gains and losses recorded during the year. 

Payment appropriations carried over include automatic carryovers and carryovers 
by decision . 

The cancellation of unused payment appropriations carried over from the previous 
year shows the cancellations of appropriations carried over automatically and by 
decision. It also includes the decrease in assigned revenue appropriations carried 
over to the next year in comparison with 2019. 
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Table 9: Budget Outturn results 

 

The balance of the budget outturn account for the financial year 2020 shows a 
budget surplus of 273,570.37 EUR. 

 

2. Multi-annual overview 
 

Eurofound does not manage multi-annual commitments and payments for its 
operational expenditure. 

 

3. Revenue 
 

3.1  Nature of Revenue. 
 

The table below shows the revenue entered in the amending budget, recovery 
orders established, revenue actually cashed as well as the amounts outstanding 
at the end of year 2020. 
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Table 10: Nature of revenue 

Budget 
Item Type of revenue 

Revenue in 
Amending 

Budget 

Entitlements 
established 

Revenue 
received 

Outstan
ding at 
the end 
of the 
year 

1000 - 
IC1 

Commission subsidy  21,195,000 21,194,999.63 21,194,999.63 0.00 

1000 – 
IR1 

Other subsidy from 
Commission (IPA…) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

5400 - 
IC4 

Recovery of Expenses 79.96 1,305.30 805.30 500.00 

5900 - 
IC1 

Miscellaneous 
Revenue 601.40 601.40 601.40 0.00 

6000 - 
IC1 

Services Rendered – 
General revenue 

211,422.29 171,422.29 171,422.29 0.00 

6000 – 
IR1 

Services Rendered - 
External Assigned 
revenue  

334,551.00 334,551.00 334,551.00 0.00 

  Total:  21,741,654.65 21,702,879.62 21,702,379.62 500.00 

 

The Commission subsidy as well as miscellaneous and general revenue from 
services rendered (ICI) totalling to 21,406,298.35 EUR constitute the general C1 
final appropriations in ABAC. 

Cashed recoveries of expenses for 805.30 EUR in budget item IC4 are 
appropriated in ABAC in C4 funds as internal assigned revenue. 

Cashed recoveries of expenses for 334,551.00 EUR in budget item IR1 are 
appropriated in ABAC in R0 funds as external assigned revenue. 

 

3.2  Recovery orders 
 

During the financial year, 14 recovery orders were issued. 15 recovery orders were 
cashed including the one that was carried over from 2019 to 2020. Of the recovery 
orders issued 

 four related to the 2020 European Union subsidy (1000 - C1) 
 four related to miscellaneous revenue such as income arising from royalties 

(5900 - C1) 
 two related to Norway’s contribution to the Network of Correspondents and 

a regularisation of incorrectly consumed IPA appropriations in previous year 
(6000 - C1) 

 two related to the recoveries of mission expenses (5400 – C4) 
 three related to the contributions from Switzerland and Norway to the 7th 

European Working Condition Survey (6000 - R0) 

One aged recovery order continued to be carried over from 2020 to 2021.  
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3.3  Participation of other countries and member states in 
the Agency’s work 
 

Both Norway and Switzerland participated in the fieldwork of 7th European Working 
Condition Survey. 218,531 EUR was received from Norway and 116,020 EUR from 
Switzerland. These funds are regarded as external assigned revenue (R0) 

Also, as in previous years, Norway’s Government contributed to the running cost 
of Network of Correspondents (NEC) work by 67,128 EUR. These funds were 
accounted for as general revenue. (C1) 

 

3.4  Implementation of internal assigned revenue 
 

In 2020, Eurofound received 805.30 EUR as internal assigned revenue (IC4). The 
funds were not consumed in C4 appropriations but were carried over to 2021 in 
C5 appropriations. 

At the start of 2020, there was 6,486.38 EUR available in C5 appropriations carried 
over as internal assigned revenue from 2019. Out of this 740 EUR was committed 
in 2020 leaving 5,746.38 EUR to be cancelled.  

 

3.5  Implementation of external assigned revenue  
 
The implementation in terms of commitments towards the participation in the 7th 
European Working Condition survey is shown in table X ‘Consumption of current 
and previous year’s carry over appropriations relating to externally assigned 
revenue (R0) – EUR)’ 

 

3.6  Overview per revenue type and source received and 
cashed in 2020  
 

The graph below shows the breakdown of revenue by type and source in year 
2020. As in previous years, the Commission subsidy is the main source of general 
revenue.  
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Graph 2:  Breakdown of revenue by type and source  
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4. Glossary on terms, abbreviations and acronyms 
used in the report 
 

 
Fund 
Source 

Concept/term 
applicable 

Financial 
Rules 

Presentation in this 
report 

C1 Initial budget,  
Amending budget  
Credit transfers 
 

Art. 6, 8, 9, 
10,11, 33, 72, 
73, 74, 75, 76, 
Art. 17, 34 
Art. 27 

EU subsidy and other 
general non-assigned 
appropriations entered 
in the budget 

C4 Refunds available for re-
use in current year’s 
budget, internal 
assigned revenue 

Art. 20.3.a, b, 
c, d, e, and f 

Belongs to (internal) 
assigned revenue 

C5 Refunds carried over as 
internal assigned 
revenue 

Art. 12.4a  
 

Belongs to (internal) 
assigned revenue 

C8 Automatic carryovers of 
payment appropriations 
corresponding to 
commitments of non-
differentiated 
appropriations 

Art. 12.2 and 
12.6 

Carry over from 2019 to 
2020 

C3 Non-automatic 
carryovers 
of current years 
commitment carried 
over by decision 
appropriations to be 
used before 31/3  

Art.12.2 and 13 C3 from 2019 to 2020  

R0 Other earmarked 
revenue for specific 
purposes 

Art. 20.1, 20.2, 
20.4, 20.6 and 
20.7 

Belongs to assigned 
(external) revenue 
arising from member 
states as well as IPA 

 

Term  Definition  
ABAC  This is the name given to the Commission’s accounting 

system, which since 2005 has been enriched by accrual 
accounting rules. Apart from the cash-based budget 
accounts, the Commission produces accrual-based accounts 
which recognise revenue when earned, rather than when 
collected. Expenses are recognised when incurred rather than 
when paid. This contrasts with cash basis budgetary 
accounting that recognises transactions and other events 
only when cash is received or paid.  

Accounting  The act of recording and reporting financial transactions, 
including the creation of the transaction, its recognition, 
processing, and summarisation in the financial statements.  
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Administrative 
appropriations  

Administrative appropriations cover the running costs of the 
Institutions and entities (staff, buildings, office equipment).  

Adjustment  Amending budget or transfer of funds from one budget item 
to another.  

Adopted budget  Draft budget becomes the adopted budget as soon as it is 
approved by the Budgetary Authority. Cf. Budget.  

Agencies  EU bodies having a distinct legal personality, and to whom 
budget implementing powers may be delegated under strict 
conditions. They are subject to a distinct discharge from the 
discharge authority.  

Amending 
budget  

Decision adopted during the budget year to amend (increase, 
decrease, transfer) aspects of the adopted budget of that 
year.  

Annuality  The budgetary principle according to which expenditure and 
revenue is programmed and authorised for one year, starting 
on 1 January and ending on 31 December.  

Appropriations  Budget funding. The budget forecasts both commitments 
(legal pledges to provide finance, provided that certain 
conditions are fulfilled) and payments (cash or bank transfers 
to the beneficiaries). Appropriations for commitments and 
payments often differ – differentiated appropriations – 
because multiannual programmes and projects are usually 
fully committed in the year they are decided and are paid 
over the years as the implementation of the programme and 
project progresses. Non-differentiated appropriations apply to 
administrative expenditure, for agricultural market support 
and direct payments and commitment appropriations equal 
payment appropriations.  

Assigned 
revenue 
External/Interna
l  

Dedicated revenue received to finance specific items of 
expenditure. Main sources of external assigned revenue are 
financial contributions from third countries to programmes 
financed by the Union. Main sources of internal assigned 
revenue is revenue from third parties in respect of goods, 
services or work supplied at their request; (c) revenue 
arising from the repayment of amounts wrongly paid and 
revenue from the sale of publications and films, including 
those on an electronic medium.  
The complete list of items constituting assigned revenue is 
given in the Financial Regulation Art. 21(2).  

Authorising 
Officer (AO)  

The AO is responsible in each institution for authorising 
revenue and expenditure operations in accordance with the 
principles of sound financial management and for ensuring 
that the requirements of legality and regularity are complied 
with.  

Budget  Annual financial plan, drawn up according to budgetary 
principles, that provides forecasts and authorises, for each 
financial year, an estimate of future costs and revenue and 
expenditures and their detailed description and justification, 
the latter included in budgetary remarks.  

Budget result  The difference between income received and amounts paid, 
including adjustments for carry-overs, cancellations and 
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exchange rate differences. The resulting amount will have to 
be reimbursed to the funding authority as provided in the 
Financial Regulation for Agencies.  

Budget 
implementation  

Consumption of the budget through expenditure and revenue 
operations.  

Budget item /  
Budget line /  
Budget position  

As far as the budget structure is concerned, revenue and 
expenditure are shown in the budget in accordance with a 
binding nomenclature which reflects the nature and purpose 
of each item, as imposed by the budgetary authority. The 
individual headings (title, chapter, article or item) provide a 
formal description of the nomenclature.  

Budgetary 
authority  

Institutions with decisional powers on budgetary matters: the 
European Parliament and the Council of Ministers.  

Budgetary 
commitment  

A budgetary commitment is a reservation of appropriations to 
cover for subsequent expenses.  

Cancellation of 
appropriations  

Unused appropriations that may no longer be used.  

Carryover of 
appropriations  

Exception to the principle of annuality in so far as 
appropriations that could not be used in a given budget year 
may, under strict conditions, be exceptionally carried over for 
use during the following year.  

Commitment 
appropriations  

Commitment appropriations cover the total cost of legal 
obligations (contracts, grant agreements/decisions) that 
could be signed in the current financial year. Art. 7 FR: 
Commitment appropriations cover the total cost in the 
current financial year of legal obligations (contracts, grant 
agreements/decisions) entered into for operations extending 
over more than one year.  

De-commitment  Cancellation of a reservation of appropriations.  

Differentiated 
appropriations  

Differentiated appropriations are used to finance multiannual 
operations; they cover, for the current financial year, the 
total cost of the legal obligations entered into for operations 
whose implementation extends over more than one financial 
year. Art. 7 FR: Differentiated appropriations are entered for 
multiannual operations. They consist of commitment 
appropriations and payment appropriations.  

Earmarked 
revenue  

Revenue earmarked for a specific purpose, such as income 
from foundations, subsidies, gifts and bequests, including the 
earmarked revenue specific to each institution. (Cf. Assigned 
revenue)  

Economic result  Impact on the balance sheet of expenditure and revenue 
based on accrual accounting rules.  

Entitlements 
established  

Entitlements are recovery orders that the European Union 
must establish for collecting income.  

Exchange rate 
difference  

The difference resulting from currency exchange rates 
applied to the transactions concerning countries outside the 
euro area, or from the revaluation of assets and liabilities in 
foreign currency at the closure.  

Expenditure  Term used to describe spending the budget from all types of 
funds sources.  
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Financial 
regulation (FR)  

Adopted through the ordinary legislative procedure after 
consulting the European Court of Auditors, this regulation 
lays down the rules for the establishment and 
implementation of the general budget of the European Union. 
(OJ L 193/30.07.2018, p. 1)  

Funds Source  Type of appropriations (e.g.: C1, C2, etc.)  

Grants  Direct financial contributions, by way of donation, from the 
budget in order to finance either an action intended to help 
achieve an objective part of an EU policy or the functioning of 
a body which pursues an aim of general European interest or 
has an objective forming part of an EU policy.  

Implementation  Cf. Budget implementation  

Income  Cf. Revenue  

Joint 
Undertakings 
(JUs)  

A legal EU-body established under the TFEU. The term can be 
used to describe any collaborative structure proposed for the 
"efficient execution of Union research, technological 
development and demonstration programmes".  

Lapsing 
appropriations  

Unused appropriations to be cancelled at the end of the 
financial year. Lapsing means the cancellation of all or part of 
the authorisation to make expenditures and/or incur liabilities 
which is represented by an appropriation.  

Legal base 
(basic act)  

The legal base or basis is, as a general rule, a law based on 
an article in the Treaty giving competence to the Community 
for a specific policy area and setting out the conditions for 
fulfilling that competence including budget implementation. 
Certain Treaty articles authorise the Commission to 
undertake certain actions, which imply spending, without 
there being a further legal act.  

Legal 
commitment  

A legal commitment establishes a legal obligation towards 
third parties.  

Non-
differentiated 
appropriations  

Non-differentiated appropriations are for operations of an 
annual nature. (Art. 9 FR). In the EU-Budget non-
differentiated appropriations apply to administrative 
expenditure, for agricultural market support and direct 
payments.  

Operational 
appropriations  

Operational appropriations finance the different policies, 
mainly in the form of grants or procurement.  

Outstanding 
commitment  

Legal commitments having not fully given rise to liquidation 
by payments. Cf. RAL.  

Outturn  Cf. Budget result  

Payment  A payment is a cash disbursement to honour legal 
obligations.  

Payment 
appropriations  

Payment appropriations cover expenditure due in the current 
year, arising from legal commitments entered in the current 
year and/or earlier years (Art. 7 FR).  

RAL  Sum of outstanding commitments. Outstanding commitments 
(or RAL, from the French ‘reste à liquider’) are defined as the 
amount of appropriations committed that have not yet been 
paid. They stem directly from the existence of multiannual 
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programmes and the dissociation between commitment and 
payment appropriations. (Cf. Outstanding commitments).  

Recovery  The recovery order is the procedure by which the Authorising 
officer (AO) registers an entitlement by the Commission in 
order to retrieve the amount which is due. The entitlement is 
the right that the Commission has to claim the sum which is 
due by a debtor, usually a beneficiary.  

Result  Cf. Outturn  

Revenue  Term used to describe income from all sources financing the 
budget.  

Rules of 
application  

Detailed rules for the implementation of the financial 
regulation. They are set out in a Commission regulation 
adopted after consulting all institutions and cannot alter the 
financial regulation upon which they depend.  

Surplus  Positive difference between revenue and expenditure (see 
Budget result) which has to be returned to the funding 
authority as provided in the Financial Regulation.  

Transfer (credit 
transfer 
/operation) 

Transfers between budget lines imply the relocation of 
appropriations from one budget line to another, in the course 
of the financial year, and thereby they constitute an 
exception to the budgetary principle of specification. They 
are, however, expressly authorised by the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union under the conditions laid 
down in the Financial Regulation. The FR identifies different 
types of transfers depending on whether they are between or 
within budget titles, chapters, articles or headings and 
require different levels of authorization.  
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ANNEX: Complete listing of Credit Transfers in 2020 
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